IRRUPT Release Limited Edition Double Vinyl 12-Inch
Featuring 200 Locked Grooves of Royalty Free Inﬁnite Loops Available Exclusively at Superbooth 2017 as a Free DJ Promo
Berlin, Germany - April 18, 2017 - Precision-cut loops and quality sounds are integral to
electronic music production and performance, even in the analog domain. DJs will be able
to sample IRRUPT sounds in the form of the ﬁrst open-source, copyright-free, physical vinyl
release. This tactile vinyl release will showcase IRRUPT’s rock-solid, no-restriction, futureproof licensing structure with an invitation to DJs to freely use the royalty-free loops,
without fear of copyright constraints. This double vinyl 12-inch, mastered by engineer Mike
Grinser (Aphex Twin, Richie Hawtin) at ManMade Mastering in Berlin, will offer vinyl DJ’s
‘open source tools’ for use in live performance or advanced studio trickery.
IRRUPT will showcase this exclusive to vinyl release alongside the MODEL 1, a purely
analogue mixer, engineered by Andy Rigby-Jones and co-designed by Richie Hawtin.
MODEL 1 is a performance instrument providing new creative possibilities to artists, and
empowering them to PLAYdifferently.
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MODEL 1 has been invited to showcase IRRUPT’s latest release at Superbooth 17 – the ﬁrst
European trade fair for electronic musical instruments. Find MODEL 1 at the heart of a
performance workﬂow created by IRRUPT, mixing together audio from various sources
including turntables, Eurorack modules, software from Bitwig and Native Instruments, and
IRRUPT’s premium royalty-free sounds.
Visit IRRUPT at Booth H326 to check out the performance workﬂow and grab this vinyl only
release, before they are gone.
Release date: April 20, 2017 at Superbooth, Berlin
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ABOUT
Superbooth 2017–
Superbooth 17 is an electronic music and music gear fair being held in Berlin, April 20-22,
2017. Superbooth 17 will once again be located in a unique, acoustically interesting space,
with Hallways, Concert Halls and buildings built in the style of the historic DDR period. Each
day attendees will have the opportunity to attend up to 18 lecture concerts, a mix of
presentations, panels and workshops.
www.superbooth.com
IRRUPT –
IRRUPT is a premium sound design and production company based in Denver and Berlin.
We create and curate high-quality sound elements for music professionals, studio freaks,
boundary-pushing DJs, or any kind of producer that needs expressive, high-quality
sound content.
www.irrupt.com

For more information, photos, to schedule an interview, or request promo copies of IRRUPT
products for review, please contact IRRUPT CEO Jay Ahern at jay@irrupt.com.
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